
Getting More Bang for the Buck
How one Company Power-Packed Maximo 
as a full body business solution

OVERVIEW
Intermountain Power Service 
Corp., provides electrical power for 
residents of California and Utah using 
two 950-megawatt steam electric 
generating units hosted at their 
4,640-acre generating station. They 
consistently rank among the best of 
America’s coal-based power plants 
in reliability, cost-effectiveness, and 
environmental responsibility. By 
2025, IPSC will convert their facility 
from a coal plant to a combined cycle 
natural gas plant burning a 30% blend 
of hydrogen on day one working up 
toward 100% hydrogen by 2045 as 
a commitment to environmental 
responsibility and sustainable energy. 

A crucial part of maintaining their 
reputation for quality and reliability 
is their use of Maximo to help them 
manage their assets. IPSC has used 
Maximo successfully since 2015.

CHALLENGE

• Resolving licensure discrepancies

• Utilizing Maximo in every aspect 
of business to maximize their 
investment while becoming 
independent experts in the EAM 
software.

• Attaining an easy-to-use mobile 
solution for specific functionality 
in Maximo

PLAYERS



SOLUTION

• IPSC transitioned their licensing to Maximo Plus+ which is a subscription-
based Maximo licensing option through Projetech, an A3J Group partner. 

• Customized and targeted training to develop in-house talent; reports 
and tailored solutions that allow Maximo to be used comprehensively 
throughout all facets of IPSC’s operation from the finance department 
down to the storeroom

• MxMobile: IPSC adopted A3J Group’s mobile suite for Maximo

 ▷ MxMeter – a quick, easy access tool that lets workers complete 
routine rounds with ease and conduct other asset functionality.

 ▷ MxApprove – instant administrative task and workflow approvals

RESULTS

• Managing IPSC’s license expirations and compliance became the 
responsibility of both A3J Group and Projetech. Additionally, IPSC 
only pays for the licenses they use, among other benefits. This 
proactive approach saves IPSC large operational costs year to year.

• IPSC has developed an informed and capable internal team 
that requires little to no guidance from a consulting aspect in 
troubleshooting issues and delivering some small in-house solutions.

• From a mobile device, rounds and other tasks are completed on 
location. Upper-level management can approve workflow without 
the need of a computer for Maximo saving time and labor.



Developing a Strong Internal Maximo Team

A3J Group designed it’s managed services for each specific client’s needs. A3J 

Group has been able to exceed IPSC’s expectation and meet their requirements 

to achieve stronger usage of Maximo

Managed Services

• System Patching 

• Automated database backups

• Maximo feature-pack upgrades

• Quarterly environment refreshes

• Perform upgrades

• Risk management

Integrating various systems with Maximo 

so that communications lines stay open. 

Maximo acts as a hub to keep information 

organized and flowing:

• Data migration

• Websphere, SQL, Fluke, etc.

• Financial

• Inventory

Integration

Monitoring

Health checks are part of regular 

maintenance:

• License expiration notifications 

• Cron task monitoring

• System and server assessments

• Security vulnerability prevention

Maximo Support



Making the student the master is one of the premier goals of A3J sustained care. It is 

with pride that we watch clients slowly step away from our expert help assured that 

they know their system and the software. When our clients transition to self-sustained it 

is with the confidence that they can act in a proactive and forward thinking manner not 

hindered by the need for outside help. Tools used to help achieve these goals:

• Weekly virtual training

• On-site training

• Stress sustainability

• Video tutorials

• Leave behinds

• Continued education

Training & Sustainability

“Intermountain Power Agency will strive to employ ethical business 
practices, comply with applicable laws and regulations, honor 
contractual obligations, and provide a safe work environment.”



Work Smarter Not Harder

The focus remains on making IPSC’s daily operations in IBM 

Maximo more efficient and effective while incorporating 

asset management best practices.

Configuration

By configuring Maximo IPSC enjoys faster, more functional user interfaces. A3J Group 
has delivered on specific requests for Maximo modifications including:

• Auto-populating fields based on 
hierarchy

• Custom view screens

• Establishing new applications and tabs
• Tailored design
• Report creation

          Mobility

Calibration: IPSC has requested a mobile application within the MxMobile 
suite that will work in conjunction with the Maximo ensuring that all assets 
and locations maintain an accurate level of performance.

• Performing Routes
• Submitting meter readings
• Google Maps plug-in

• work flow approvals for work 
orders, purchase orders, jobs 
and other tasks

MxMobile

IPSC has been using MxMobile since its first launch and hasn’t turned back. It’s a 
intelligent solution for workflow, asset management and inventory in Maximo. The suite 
of apps allows users to to view, create, edit and trend records from a mobile device with 
or without connectivity. MxMobile is configurable and works with iOS and Android.

IPSC Usage



To uphold their strong values in maintenance and reliability IPSC employed A3J Group’s 
team of certified professionals to provide round-the-clock Maximo support, managed 
services, consulting, and mobility. 

Now, IPSC utilizes Maximo extensively and with high efficiency throughout their entire 
operation from maintenance to finance. Many of the Maximo add-ons require special 
permissions. Managing IPSC’s licensing and compliance was resolved by their adoption 
of Maximo Plus+. In addition to Maximo enhancements, IPSC implemented MxMobile, 
which is a mobile extension of Maximo resulting in fast, easy transactions.

A3J Group’s knowledge and expertise has progressed IPSC’s already involved asset 
management processes and improved the Maximo proficiency of its employees.

The Takeaway



A3J Group will continue to provide IPSC with significant improvement to their asset 
management as they transform their business in the coming years. Given the nature 
of Maximo Plus+, IPSC will be able to seemlessly migrate its Maximo environment to 
the Maximo cloud. By the year 2025 IPSC will convert their coal plant to a natural gas/ 
hydrogen plant to honor sustainable energy requirements. This means that they will 
need to restructure their entire use of Maximo and A3J Group will be there to partner 
with them in this initiative.

Wrap Up

Wrap Up


